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practice verdict on record -$55 million in a
2001 case against Henry Ford Health System,
after a 5-year-old girl suffered severe brain
damage from improper treatment for respiratory arrest.

defendants protested that vital signs had been
normal, McKeen argued that when a mother
repeatedly brings her child back with complaints of respiratory difficulties, the child
should be admitted.

´

´

“I’m sure it was a record settlement, but it’s
disappointing to go that far and not let the jury
decide,” McKeen says. “When enough money
was put on the table so every need this woman
See ATTORNEY, Page 3

municipal bankruptcy in U.S. history. State
appointed emergency manager Kevyn Orr has
made safety one of his goals in Detroit’s
restructuring. Under state law, Or r is in
charge of Detroit’s finances.
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column like this one, the aim is
simple. Reading about writing
efreshes and updates your
knowledge — allowing you to
approach editing with conf idence. For those on a limited
budget, a law school or county
aw library may be an excellent
place to f ind classic and new
books on writing. In 2014, I will
make writing a part of my coninuing legal education.
Here’s wishing you brilliant
edits in the new year.
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injury attorney in his hometown
of Chico.
It’s the latest in a string of legal
and legislative victories for people
who are in the country without
permission. Other successes

is that California recently
approved a law that specifically
authorizes the state to give law
licenses to immigrants who are
here illegally.
The new law, inspired by Gar-

wrote.
Garcia, 36, arrived in the U.S.
as a teenager to pick almonds
with his father, who was a permanent legal resident. His father
filed a petition in 1994 seeking an
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could possibly have would be fully
met, the client felt — and I support
the client’s decision — the time
was right to make the settlement so
they could go on with their lives.”
Some cases rack up legal bills
reaching into hundreds of thousands of dollars.
“If it were not for the contingency system and law firms willing to take on that risk, people
would have no hope, no chance,”
McKeen says.
His own clients virtually never
have resources necessary to fund
litigation.
“It falls upon our shoulders,” he
says. “Fortunately, we’ve been successful and have had the financial
wherewithal to spend whatever is
necessary to provide our clients
with their best chance at recovering and achieving a verdict.”
McKeen is disappointed that
Michigan now has caps on damages — adding that many families
are shocked and dismayed to discover this. Many states don’t have
caps, he explains — others don’t
have the difficult procedural steps
required in Michigan; and some
have a more favorable, or more
balanced, appellate process.
“It’s certainly refreshing to litigate a case in a state where you
don’t have draconian limits on
damages and things of that nature,”

he says. “It will be nice to think
that one day Michigan will restore
its civil justice system and truly
reform.”
One of the biggest regrets in his
career, he notes, is that the insurance industry was allowed to propagate a myth of tort reform.
“They weren’t reforming anything. There was no reform of
health care, no reform of doctors
providing negligent care — it was
just limitations on damages,” he
says.
While McKeen was totally on
board with anything that would
weed out frivolous cases, the economic realities of the marketplace
are that attorneys can’t afford to
take such cases, he notes.
“So they forced this tort reform
under the idea of deterring frivolous cases, but capping damages
only affects the most meritorious
cases because those are the ones
where you get judgments in excess
of the cap.”
Recently inducted to The Inner
Circle of Advocates, and named
among Top Attorneys in Michigan,
McKeen was drawn to his niche
while a student at Cooley Law
School; clerking for the Hon.
Robert C. Anderson in Oakland
County Circuit Court, he had the
opportunity to watch trials including medical malpractice cases.
“It was such an interesting subject matter and I realized what a

tremendous variety of work there
was — the issues were rarely
exactly the same,” he says. “I
found this intellectually stimulating and knew I’d never get bored
and it would always be interesting.
Sure, it would take some skill and
finesse as a litigator to handle, but
these were some of the best
lawyers I’ve ever seen. I saw this
on both sides of the courtroom. I
knew these people would need
excellent lawyers in this realm if
they wanted to win.”
A member of the executive
boards of the American Association of Justice (AAJ), and the
Michigan Association for Justice
(MAJ), in August, he was honored
with the Dan Cullan Memorial
Award from the AAJ Birth Trauma
Litigation Group.
“Dan Cullan was a great doctor
lawyer and someone to whom I
was very close,” he says. “I’m very
close now to his sons, who also are
doctors and lawyers, and carrying
on his legacy. To receive an award
from that group, which includes
some of the best birth trauma litigators, and have Dan Cullan’s
name on the award, is really special
and a very important honor to me.”
An avid golfer, the Bloomfield
Hills resident enjoys playing tournament golf when his work allows.
He is sometimes joined on the
links by his 14-year-old son, Alex,
and 12-year-old daughter, Alaina.

At a hearing in September, a
majority of the state Supreme
Court justices appeared reluctant
to grant Garcia the license under
current state and federal law, saying they were prohibited from
doing so unless the Legislature
acted.
Garcia worked in the fields and
at a grocery store before attending
community college. He then
became a paralegal, went to law
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